WHAT IS THE NASA KIDS' CLUB?

The NASA Kids' Club captures the imagination of students, encouraging them to become the scientists, engineers, and explorers of the future.

- Multiple skill levels
- Engaging multimedia
- Standards–based activities

EXCITING CONTENT  Sample Kids' Club games:

- "Go to the Head of the Solar System" takes students on a tour of the planets to test their knowledge of other worlds.
- "Search For Spinoffs" turns students into detectives using clues to learn about everyday benefits of NASA's work.
- "Rocket Builder" lets players race against time to assemble a fleet of spacecraft.
- "Flip Time" challenges students to keep planes on schedule by telling time and matching clocks.

Topics addressed by NASA Kids' Club Games

Based on National Education Standards

FUN AND EDUCATIONAL

NASA Kids' Club is a fun and educational Web site designed with the kindergarten through fourth-grade user in mind. The site uses NASA's exciting missions to capture and stimulate the imagination. Kids' Club has five skill levels. Its games and activities support national education standards in science, technology, and mathematics. The more kids play, the more they learn.

www.nasa.gov/kidsclub